
TIME
COUNTS

A charitable auction initiative for watch enthusiasts,  

benefitting One Drop and the Prince Albert II of Monaco Foundation.

Lots 63 to 74 will be sold to benefit both foundations’  

critical work in the water, sanitation and hygiene  

and environmental preservation sectors.

TIME COUNTS FOR WATER ISSUES

2020 is a turning point in contemporary history and calls for us to resynchronize 

humanity and nature, to restore balance. Now is the time for us to commit 

to a greater sense of solidarity, greater equity, and greater respect for 

the Earth’s resources.

At this critical juncture, I am honoured to present, in collaboration with my dear 

friend H.S.H. Prince Albert II of Monaco, an initiative where commitment and 

generosity collide in a unique way, in support of global water issues and climate 

resilience—which are at the core of the missions of One Drop and the Prince Albert II 

of Monaco Foundation.

Our foundations are proud to join forces with Phillips Auction House to present 

the TIME COUNTS charitable initiative, as part of the Racing Pulse Watch Auction, 

offering 11 collectible timepieces from incredible provenance and a time-related 

experience in support of global water issues and environmental preservation.

TIME COUNTS will also enable both of our organizations to fund a jointly 

selected project, which will improve climate resilience and the living conditions 

of communities in dire need, improving access to safe water, sanitation and 

hygiene services.

Watch aficionados, donors, and bidders: we wholeheartedly thank you for your 

invaluable support. We invite you to bid generously in support of a cause that is 

truly dear to our hearts. Together, let’s take action, especially now when the world 

needs us more than ever.

Sincerely,

Guy Laliberté 

Co-chair, TIME COUNTS
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2 out of 5 people worldwide  

lack basic handwashing facilities  

Handwashing is the most effective  

method for protection against COVID-19  

and other infectious diseases. 

2.2 BILLION PEOPLE globally lack safe water at home 

896 MILLION PEOPLE use health care facilities  

that have no water services 

80% OF WASTEWATER flows back into  

the ecosystem without being treated or reused 

700 MILLION PEOPLE could be displaced  

because of water scarcity by 2030

The objectives supported by  

TIME COUNTS

In the wake of COVID-19, there’s never been 

more pressure on the global community to 

address water issues. Handwashing being one 

of the most important behaviors to decrease 

the propagation of all kinds of viruses, it goes 

without saying that safe water needs to be 

accessible. Unfortunately, over 2.2 billion people 

lack access to safe water at home.

All net proceeds from the TIME COUNTS 

charitable initiative will go to improving the living 

conditions of the most vulnerable populations 

around the world by providing sustainable access 

to safe water and encouraging the adoption of 

healthy hygiene behaviors.

TIME COUNTS will also enable One Drop and 

the Prince Albert II of Monaco Foundation to 

fund a large-scale project resulting from a joint 

call for proposals launched earlier this year 

by both foundations. Applicant organizations 

have submitted projects to improve resilience 

and ensure sustainable and equitable access 

to safe water, sanitation, and hygiene (WASH) 

services for communities in need, with particular 

emphasis placed on issues affecting extremely 

poor and marginalized populations. The final 

selection will be announced in early 2021.

Together, let’s make the world a more 

sustainable place for all.

Phillips will remit to One Drop and the Prince Albert II of Monaco 

Foundation the net proceeds from the Buyer’s premium.

TACKLING GLOBAL WATER ISSUES AND 

IMPROVING THE LIVING CONDITIONS 

OF SOME OF THE MOST VULNERABLE 

POPULATIONS AROUND THE WORLD
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Guy Laliberté 

Founder of One Drop, Cirque du Soleil, and Lune Rouge, Guy 

Laliberté was named one of the most influential people in the 

world by Time Magazine and was recognized as one of the 

most creative and innovative minds by Condé Nast. The strong 

vision of this unique entrepreneur and prominent philanthropist 

is what made Cirque du Soleil a respected brand worldwide. 

Perceiving water as one of the 21st century’s greatest 

challenges, Guy founded the One Drop Foundation in 2007 

with the vision of a better world, where all have access to living 

conditions that allow empowerment and development, today 

and forever. A true ambassador for local talent and creativity, he 

also continues to work with young creators and entrepreneurs 

by supporting several innovative initiatives. 

H.S.H. Prince Albert II of Monaco

Born in 1958 in Monaco, H.S.H. Prince Albert II is the Sovereign 

Prince of the Principality of Monaco. The year following His 

accession to the throne, he launched in 2006 the “Prince 

Albert II of Monaco Foundation”, which continues His personal 

commitment for the protection of the environment by supporting 

sustainable, ethical and innovative projects around the world, 

with a focus on three main challenges: fighting against climate 

change and promoting renewable energy; combating the loss of 

biodiversity; and preserving water resources. 

In January 2009, H.S.H. Prince Albert II of Monaco undertook a 

scientific journey in the Antarctic. This journey follows upon two 

other expeditions realized in Arctic in 2005 (Spitzberg) and 2006 

when he reached the North Pole by sledge. Prince Albert II is the 

only Head of State to have visited both Poles.  

H.S.H. Prince Albert II of Monaco has been honored by numerous 

prizes from organizations around the world for His contribution 

and actions in favor of the protection of our environment as the 

Teddy Roosevelt medal at the United States Congress, the Roger 

Revelle prize at the University of California in San Diego, and the 

B.A.U.M Environmental award in Hamburg. H.S.H. Prince Albert 

II of Monaco oversees the Oceanographic Museum of Monaco 

and the Oceanographic Institute at the University of Paris. He is 

a member of the Ocean Elders group and serves on the Advisory 

Committee for the Students on Ice Program. H.S.H. Prince Albert II 

of Monaco is one of the IUCN Patron of Nature since 2011. 

“ You’re asking me what time it is? I’d say it’s time 

to act. Time heals all wounds if you don’t waste 

it. Remember this.’’ 
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“ Let us unite to ensure that water, a vital and 

common resource for humanity, will no longer be 

a global health issue but a duly respected right.” 

The One Drop Foundation 

One Drop is an international foundation created 

by Cirque du Soleil and Lune Rouge founder 

Guy Laliberté, with the vision of a better world 

where all have access to living conditions that 

allow empowerment and development. Its 

mission is to ensure sustainable access to safe 

water, sanitation and hygiene for the most 

vulnerable communities through innovative 

partnerships, creativity and the power of art. 

Together with its partners, One Drop brings 

its unique Social Art for Behaviour Change™ 

approach to promote the adoption of healthy 

practices around water, sanitation and hygiene 

through locally inspired social art programs, 

empowering the communities to take ownership 

of the water projects over time. For this to be 

possible, One Drop creates novel fundraising 

initiatives supported by a visionary community 

of partners and donors. One Drop counts over 12 

years of turning water into action with projects 

that will soon have transformed the lives of over 

2.1 million people around the world. 

The Prince Albert II of Monaco 
Foundation 

Inspired by his own observations and in  

the light of the alarming scientific evidence,  

H.S.H. Prince Albert II of Monaco made a 

personal commitment by launching, in 2006, 

his Foundation to act against the environmental 

dangers threatening our planet and making 

populations vulnerable. The Foundation focuses 

its efforts on three principal domains of action: 

climate change, biodiversity and water resources, 

and funds initiatives in the fields of research and 

studies, technological innovation and socially 

aware practices. In order to take action for the 

protection of nature, the Foundation supports 

projects in three main geographical regions: the 

Mediterranean Basin, the Polar Regions and the 

Least Developed Countries. 

Photo credit: Raïsa Mirza © Philippe Mondielli – FPA2
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scan for more on this lot

 63. Rolex — A fine and attractive stainless steel chronograph wristwatch with red strap 
and signed letter, donated by Kevin O’Leary to benefit the missions of One Drop and 
the Prince Albert II of Monaco Foundation

ROLEX
“Mr Wonderful’s Shark Tank Red Band Rolex Daytona”

Manufacturer Rolex

Year Circa 2019

Reference No.  116500LN

Case No.  53KC0704

Model Name  Mr. Wonderful`s Shark Tank  

Red Band Rolex Daytona

Material  Stainless steel

Calibre  Automatic, cal. 4130, 44 jewels

Bracelet/Strap  Red rubber B© strap

Clasp/Buckle  Stainless steel Rolex flip lock deployant clasp

Dimensions  40mm Diameter

Signed  Case, dial, movement and clasp signed

Estimate 

$8,000-12,000  • 

€6,800-10,200

Accessories

Accompanied by a signed letter from Kevin O’Leary.

Given the nature of show business, there are a lot of 

wardrobe discussions behind the scenes at CNBC’s 

entrepreneurial reality hit, Shark Tank—everything must be 

in its right place, right down to who is wearing what watch. 

With a variety of panelists helming the show, the new guest 

Sharks, ever-changing set design, and attire - all can vary 

drastically from one episode to the next. Television mainstay 

Kevin “Mr. Wonderful” O’Leary is an exception to the rule. 

He always wears the same uniform: black tie, white shirt, and 

dark suit with deftly coordinated tie pin, custom designed skull 

cufflinks, and the singular red Rubber B© watch strap. 

For Season 12 of Shark Tank, the business magnate was 

tasked with selecting eight wristwatches to put in rotation 

and, without reluctance, his first pick was this classic Rolex 

Cosmograph Daytona with white dial and ceramic bezel, and 

his signature red watch band.

This Rolex Daytona is a perennial favorite of the Shark Tank 

wardrobe team in no small part due to its camera appeal. The 

present watch, a reference 116500LN, was released to great 

expectations in 2016 and thrilled watch enthusiasts. It was 

the first stainless steel Daytona model featuring a Cerachrom 

bezel and became an instant success. Today, it still remains 

incredibly difficult to obtain due to the model’s enormous 

demand thanks to its superb aesthetics and icon status.

Generously donated by the Canadian entrepreneur and television 

personality, Mr. Wonderful’s Rolex Daytona with his signature 

Shark Tank red band is being sold to support the missions of One 

Drop and the Prince Albert II of Monaco Foundation.

THIS LOT IS OFFERED WITHOUT RESERVE
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scan for more on this lot

 64. A once-in-a-lifetime experience with legendary Formula One driver Sir Jackie Stewart, 
at the 2021 Monaco Grand Prix, to support the missions of One Drop and the Prince 
Albert II of Monaco Foundation 

Experience a once-in-a-lifetime  

opportunity with legendary F1 driver  

Sir Jackie Stewart at the 2021  

Monaco Grand Prix. 

Estimate 

$15,000-30,000  • 

€12,700-25,400

Clocking in with 27 Grand Prix wins out of 99 and a World 

Champion three times over, Sir Jackie Stewart is one of the 

most prominent and most frequently decorated drivers 

in Formula One (F1) history. His contributions to the time-

honored sport go well beyond his breathtaking win count. 

However, as one of the first F1 superstars of all time, no other 

driver has exerted greater influence in shaping F1 both on and 

off the track. Sir Jackie’s personal crusade to make F1 a safer 

sport has saved countless lives. He has pioneered a culture of 

professionalism amongst drivers and teams. To this very day, 

Stewart remains a highly respected, engaged, and articulate 

spokesman for Formula One. The clock is ticking on your 

chance to meet the renowned Scotsman in Monaco. The sale 

of this lot will support the missions of One Drop and the Prince 

Albert II of Monaco Foundation. 

The winning bidder plus guest will receive:

• A personal invitation from H.S.H. Prince Albert II of Monaco 

to attend a private reception held at the Palace of Monaco on 

the eve of the F1 race: Saturday, 22 May 2021. This reception 

is by invitation only.

• Winner will be greeted at the VIP Guest receiving line by 

H.S.H. Prince Albert II of Monaco.

• Winner will meet Sir Jackie Stewart at the Palace Reception 

and share time with the racing legend to discuss all things 

Formula One.

• Winner will enjoy a photo taken with Sir Jackie Stewart, 

courtesy of the Palace photographer.

• The winning bidder may bring one small item for Sir Jackie 

Stewart to autograph.

Please note, tickets to the 78th Monaco Grand Prix are not 

included with the sale of this lot.

** Due to restrictions not within our control, this event may 

be delayed or postponed. In such case, winner must fulfill the 

experience at its next nearest occurrence.

THIS LOT IS OFFERED WITHOUT RESERVE

  The buyer of this lot may be eligible to receive a charitable tax deduction for their purchase. Please see section 10 of this Auction’s Conditions of Sale.
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scan for more on this lot

 65.
Rebellion — A piece unique Black DLC-coated titanium and carbon fiber Predator 2.0 
Regulator Power Reserve Sébastien Buemi edition wristwatch with date, certificate and 
presentation box, donated by H.S.H. Prince Albert II of Monaco to support the missions of 
One Drop and the Prince Albert II of Monaco Foundation 

REBELLION
“Predator”

Manufacturer Rebellion

Year 2017

Reference No.  PRE.2.0.REG.0W17

Case No.  No: 1/1, 280017

Model Name  Rebellion Predator, Sébastien  

Buemi, A Lucky Talisman

Material  Black DLC-coated titanium  

and carbon fiber with yellow flecks

Calibre  Automatic, cal. ETA 07, 38 jewels

Bracelet/Strap  Rebellion rubber strap

Clasp/Buckle  Titanium Rebellion deployant clasp

Dimensions  48mm Diameter

Signed  Case, dial, movement and clasp signed

Provenance

Only Watch 2017

Estimate 

$10,000-20,000  • 

€8,500-16,900

Accessories

Accompanied by Rebellion Authenticity Certificated dated 

December 1, 2017, Rebellion/Sébastien Buemi presentation box, 

Kubik automatic winding mechanism with International Guarantee, 

Rebellion USB, additional Rebellion watch pouch and key.

Sébastien Buemi is a Swiss world class champion motorsports 

driver who has been competing since 2004, and raced in 

numerous FIA Formula E Championships, and Formula One 

events. Rebellion Watches partnered with Buemi to design this 

Predator 2.0 Regulator watch for the 2017 Only Watch charity 

auction to benefit research for Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy.  

 

This unique watch features a large and prominent central 

seconds hands filling the entire dial, while the individual hour 

and minute sub dials are separated and placed at 10 o’clock 

and 2 o’clock, respectively, providing an unconventional and 

contemporary method to indicate time. A date aperture is at 4 

o’clock, with a power reserve indicator at 6 o’clock. The case is 

made of black DLC-coated titanium and carbon fiber, which is 

flecked with yellow - Buemi’s lucky color.  

 

It is interesting to note that on October 7th, 2017 Sébastien 

Buemi drove a Rebellion team car repainted with the Only 

Watch colors at the annual Petit Le Mans ten hour endurance 

race at Road Atlanta in Braselton, Georgia USA.  The watch 

is preserved in excellent condition and accompanied by a 

corresponding piece unique Rebellion/Sébastien Buemi 

presentation box, certificate of authenticity, and Kubik winding 

mechanism. Generously donated by H.S.H. Prince Albert II of 

Monaco, the watch is being sold to benefit the missions of One 

Drop and the Prince Albert II of Monaco Foundation.

THIS LOT IS OFFERED WITHOUT RESERVE
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  The buyer of this lot may be eligible to receive a charitable tax deduction for their purchase. Please see section 10 of this Auction’s Conditions of Sale.
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scan for more on this lot

 66. Urwerk — A piece unique black titanium wristwatch with three-dimensional satellite hour 

display and moon phase, with presentation box, donated by H.S.H. Prince Albert II of Monaco 

to support the missions of One Drop and the Prince Albert II of Monaco Foundation

URWERK
Ref. UR-106

Manufacturer Urwerk

Year 2015

Reference No.  UR-106

Case No.  No. 001, Z15.0103

Material  Black Titanium

Calibre  Automatic, cal. 6.01

Bracelet/Strap  Crocodile

Clasp/Buckle  Black Titanium Urwerk clasp

Dimensions  48mm Diameter

Signed  Case, dial, movement and clasp signed

Provenance

Only Watch 2015

Estimate 

$50,000-100,000  Σ • 

€42,300-84,600

Accessories

Accompanied by Urwerk presentation box, outer black leather 

Urwerk watch case and outer packaging

This UR-106 was originally made for the 2015 Only Watch 

charity auction benefitting Duchenne muscular dystrophy 

research. It was an unprecedented timepiece with satellite 

hours indication and moonphases. The three revolving 

arms each bearing four satellite hours successively pass 

over the minutes scale, giving a digital as well as an analogue 

indication of the time. This unique watch represented more than 

a technical and stylistic breakthrough; it highlighted the social 

commitment of the independent brand. When donated for Only 

Watch, the company’s founders, Felix Baumgartner and Martin 

Frei declared, “If our contribution can further this essential 

research we have to get involved.” For the present sale of this 

watch donated by H.S.H. Prince Albert II, Urwerk will provide a 

2-year warranty starting on the date of this auction.   

 

The Urwerk brand was founded on a philosophy of creating 

haute horlogerie that was a blend of traditional watchmaking 

with a futuristic vision. The company started by Felix 

Baumgartner and Martin Frei is known for their innovative 

avant-garde designs inspired by space travel. The brand name 

derives from the ancient Sumerian city of Ur, whose obelisks 

were used to track time through shadows. It was here that 

a year was divided into 12 units. The word “werk” is German 

for work or create and it is through this concept of creating, 

evolving and shaping that the team transformed traditional 

time display into a new and innovative experience. Their first 

watches appeared at Baselworld in 1997 and were minimalistic 

wandering hour watches the UR 101 and 102. Generously 

donated by H.S.H. Prince Albert II of Monaco, this unique 

Urwerk is being sold to support the missions of One Drop and 

the Prince Albert II of Monaco Foundation.

THIS LOT IS OFFERED WITHOUT RESERVE
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  The buyer of this lot may be eligible to receive a charitable tax deduction for their purchase. Please see section 10 of this Auction’s Conditions of Sale.
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scan for more on this lot

 67. Ferdinand Porsche — A fine and attractive PVD- coated stainless steel chronograph 
wristwatch with day, date, 24-hours indication, and bracelet. Donated by Rory S. Kaplan 
to support the missions of One Drop and the Prince Albert II of Monaco Foundation   

FERDINAND PORSCHE
Porsche Design by Orfina

Manufacturer Ferdinand Porsche

Year Circa 1972

Reference No.  7176

Case No.  35’419

Model Name  Porsche Design

Material  Black PVD stainless steel

Calibre  Automatic, cal. Lemania 5100

Bracelet/Strap  Black PVD-coated stainless steel, max overall 

length 210mm

Clasp/Buckle  Black PVD-coated stainless steel deployant clasp

Dimensions  40.5mm Diameter

Signed  Case, dial, movement and clasp signed

Estimate 

$1,000-2,000  • 

€850-1,700

Accessories

Accompanied by Porsche Design leather box, signed letter from 

Rory S. Kaplan, autographed Jackson Victory Tour booklet, 2000 

and 2005 service papers, and operating instruction sheet.

A child of the 50s and 60s, keyboardist Rory S. Kaplan grew 

up with the music of Frank Sinatra and Henry Mancini—then 

the Beatles changed everything. At age 17, an inspired young 

Rory took to the road backing vocalist Dennis Dean on the 

keys and the guitar. Over the course of a long and illustrious 

career, he has collaborated with the likes of Chick Corea, 

Herbie Hancock, the Crusaders, Randy Crawford, Stanley 

Clarke, Stevie Wonder, Christopher Cross, the Jacksons, 

Michael Jackson, and Donny Osmond. 

After catching Tom Cruise donning a Porsche Design 

Chronograph in Top Gun and Andy Gibb wearing it on 

television, Kaplan was mesmerized by the design brilliance, as 

well as the sleek, modern, and masculine refinement, of this 

ground-breaking, all-black wristwatch. 

To Rory’s delight, on the occasion of his 28th birthday, Rory’s 

parents and his first wife gifted him the Porsche Design 

Chronograph offered here. It would later grace his wrist during 

the most memorable moments of his career. A few months 

later, Jermaine Jackson tapped Rory to play alongside him and 

his brothers on the legendary Jacksons Victory Tour, Michael’s 

first since his solo album debut with the chart-topping Thriller. 

And the watch went with him: “I considered the watch my good 

luck charm—I wore it with pride every day during rehearsals, 

and never played a show without it.” 

Orfina’s Porsche Design chronograph wristwatch was first 

released in 1972, and was an early example of co-branding 

between the horological world and one of the world’s 

legendary car manufacturers, Porsche. This watch carries the 

DNA and philosophy of the founder’s grandson, Ferdinand 

Alexander Porsche, who inspired Porsche to create a 

chronograph as an accessory for all Porsche 911 drivers. In 

the early 1970’s, all black watches were extremely rare. An 

exception to the rule, the present watch is an austere black 

with a black PVD-coated stainless steel case, white numerals, 

and a bright orange chronograph hand.

Preserved in excellent overall condition and generously donated 

by Rory S. Kaplan, it is being sold to benefit the missions of One 

Drop and the Prince Albert II of Monaco Foundation.

THIS LOT IS OFFERED WITHOUT RESERVE

© 1987 Triumph International, Inc.  Used by permission.  All rights reserved.
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scan for more on this lot

 68. IWC — A fine and attractive oversized stainless steel wristwatch with center 
hacking seconds, power reserve, and date, donated by David Coulthard to support 
the missions of One Drop and the Prince Albert II of Monaco Foundation 

IWC
Big Pilot “Le Petit Prince”

Manufacturer IWC

Year Circa 2016

Reference No.  IW500916

Case No.  6’069’408

Model Name  Big Pilot Watch Edition,  

Le Petit Prince

Material  Stainless steel

Calibre  Automatic, cal. 51111, 42 jewels

Bracelet/Strap  Leather

Clasp/Buckle  Stainless steel IWC deployant clasp

Dimensions  46.2mm Diameter

Signed  Case, dial, movement and clasp signed

Estimate 

$6,000-12,000  • 

€5,100-10,200

Accessories

Accompanied by IWC leather watch pouch, signed letter from  

David Coulthard, and additional leather strap

IWC’s Big Pilot collection, first released in 2002, was 

inspired by the World War II pilot’s watch named 

“Beobachtungsuhren”or “Observation”, with an oversized 

case permitting the use of large dials for high legibility, and a 

large crown for ease of setting the hacking (or stop-seconds) 

mechanism. The present Le Petit Prince model was introduced 

in 2016 featuring a midnight blue dial, and a return to a more 

vintage-style dial layout. Featuring a luminescent triangle at 12 

o’clock with two dots on either side, the design was intended to 

allow a pilot to immediately orient the watch in any position. 

Similar to other IWC pilot’s watches, the model pays homage 

to Antoine de Saint-Exupery and his legendary book “Le Petit 

Prince”. The caseback is engraved with the little prince in his coat 

and with his sword. 

David Marshall Coulthard—nicknamed DC—joined the Williams 

Formula One team as a test driver in 1993, and after competing 

in eight grands prix for the team in the 1994 season, he became a 

full-time F1 driver the following year. In 1995 he won the Portuguese 

Grand Prix and finished third in the championship. In 2005, Mr. 

Coulthard moved to the newly formed Red Bull Racing team. By the 

time he retired from Formula One in 2008, he had notched up 535 

points, making him the highest scoring British driver of all time.

The connection between racing cars and watches seems natural: 

it’s all about time and precision. For racing legend David Coulthard, 

it has more to do with functionality, describing his wristwatches 

“timeless works of engineering art.” 

“I think it’s to do with functionality. I like a mechanical watch in 

order to understand the design and engineering behind it. You 

know you’re looking for something which somehow, for some 

amazing reason, maybe not known at the time of its launch, has 

become a classic. And I’m more for finding that experience, and 

being part of that, than looking for the latest and greatest.”  —

David Coulthard, IWC Racing Team Launch, 2018

The present watch is in excellent overall condition and was generously 

donated by Mr. Coulthard, and is being sold to benefit the missions of 

One Drop and the Prince Albert II of Monaco Foundation.

THIS LOT IS OFFERED WITHOUT RESERVE

  The buyer of this lot may be eligible to receive a charitable tax deduction for their purchase. Please see section 10 of this Auction’s Conditions of Sale.
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scan for more on this lot

 69. Jaeger-LeCoultre — A fine pink gold waterpoof wristwatch with photograph, signed letter, 
and Drawing of U2 lyrics, The First Time. By Bono, 2020. Donated by Bono to support 
the missions of One Drop and the Prince Albert II of Monaco Foundation 

JAEGER-LECOULTRE

Manufacturer Jaeger-LeCoultre

Year Circa 1965

Reference No.  

Movement No.  1’574’239

Material  18K pink gold

Calibre  Automatic, cal. K881

Bracelet/Strap  Leather

Dimensions  32mm Diameter

Signed  Case, dial and movement signed

Estimate 

$1,000-2,000  • 

€850-1,700

Accessories

Accompanied by Drawing of U2 lyrics, The First Time. By Bono, 2020, 

and signed letter by Bono.

The 20th century was a period of horological firsts from truly 

modern wristwatches, to the introduction of “tool” watches, 

to the golden age of mechanical watchmaking with some of 

the most iconic wristwatches ever produced.  Technological 

innovation was in demand, and along with complicated 

wristwatches like perpetual calendar chronograph watches 

with moon phase, Swiss makers continued to produce classic 

gentleman’s wristwatches that were cherished both for 

their form and function.  By the 1950s, many brands were 

introducing practical, self-winding watches with date, and 

these elegant men’s timepieces enjoyed enormous popularity.   

 

The present Jaeger-LeCoultre from the 1960s features their 

in-house caliber K881 introduced in 1959. It was Jaeger-

LeCoultre’s first self-winding movement featuring a centrally-

mounted, 360-degree winding rotor.  Jaeger-LeCoultre began 

production of automatic movements in 1947 with a bumper 

system, and continued to improve upon it with the K881 

becoming one of their most important, with elements of its 

design still in use today.  

 

This lovely 18 karat pink gold Jaeger-LeCoultre stands out with 

its remarkable provenance. It was given by Bono, of the Irish 

rock band, U2, to his father, Brendan Robert Hewson. In his 

own words, he wasn’t an easy man to give anything to. Since his 

father’s passing, Bono kept this timepiece with him. This  lot has 

been generously donated by Bono to benefit the missions of One 

Drop and the Prince Albert II of Monaco Foundation.

THIS LOT IS OFFERED WITHOUT RESERVE
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 70.
Audemars Piguet — A unique, new stainless steel wristwatch with date, bracelet and 
engraved signature of H.S.H. Prince Albert of II of Monaco, with warranty, hang tag, and 
presentation box, donated by the Prince Albert II of Monaco Foundation to support the 
missions of One Drop and the Prince Albert II of Monaco Foundation 

AUDEMARS PIGUET
Royal Oak Jumbo Extra Thin “H.S.H Prince Albert II of Monaco Unique Piece”

Manufacturer Audemars Piguet

Year 2020

Reference No.  15202ST.00.1240ST.01.A.99

Case No.  NM5519G

Model Name  Royal Oak

Material  Stainless steel

Calibre  Automatic, cal. 2121, 36 jewels

Bracelet/Strap  Stainless steel Audemars Piguet bracelet, max 

overall length 200mm

Clasp/Buckle  Stainless steel Audemars Piguet folding clasp

Dimensions  39mm Diameter

Signed  Case, dial, movement and clasp signed.

Estimate 

$20,000-40,000  • 

€16,900-33,900

Accessories

Accompanied by Audemars Piguet International Warranty,  

Audemars Piguet presentation box, hang tag, and product literature.

Launched in 1972, the Royal Oak reference 5402 was the 

world’s first stainless steel luxury sports watch with a fully 

integrated bracelet. Designed in response to an urgent request 

for an ‘unprecedented steel watch’, it was at the same time 

the most expensive stainless steel watch ever made. The 

brand sought famed designer Gerald Génta, who developed 

a brilliantly engineered, monobloc case, with a distinctively 

maritime feel, featuring an octagonal bezel secured by eight 

hexagonal, white gold screws, and a dial with tapisserie motif. 

The case, bracelet and bezel were hand-finished with an 

alteration of mirror polishing and satin-brushing. For the first 

time, steel was ennobled to the same status as gold. 

 

The present example is a modern representative of this 

landmark line of wristwatches. The reference 15202 was 

launched in 2000, and then updated in 2012 in celebration of 

the Royal Oak’s 40th anniversary. It is powered by the same 

legendary caliber 2121 as the original, however this time, 

contrary to the original model, it can be admired through the 

sapphire caseback. Collectors consider the reference 15202 as 

the modern Royal Oak to have as it shares so many attributes 

with regards to case size, movement and overall looks to the 

now iconic reference 5402. 

 

This unique example was generously donated by the Prince 

Albert II of Monaco Foundation, and is being sold to benefit 

the missions of One Drop and the Prince Albert II of Monaco 

Foundation. In brand new condition, it is the only Royal Oak 

known with H.S.H. Prince Albert II of Monaco signature 

engraved on the steel caseback surrounding the sapphire 

crystal. The watch is complete with warranty, hang tag and 

presentation box, and with this legendary model difficult to find, 

it offers passionate collectors a superb opportunity to own one 

of the world’s most sought-after timepieces, while benefitting 

causes dedicated to providing safe water in disadvantaged 

communities around the world.

THIS LOT IS OFFERED WITHOUT RESERVE
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  The buyer of this lot may be eligible to receive a charitable tax deduction for their purchase. Please see section 10 of this Auction’s Conditions of Sale.
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The history of watch complications is a fascinating view into 

horology’s past, and some of the most intriguing watches 

ever produced. “Grande Complication” watches are the 

ultimate expression of watchmaking at its very finest. They 

are mechanical works of art that bring together three refined 

complications: a minute repeater, a perpetual calendar and 

a split-seconds chronograph. While collectors today see 

them in wristwatch format, their lineage dates back to well 

over a century. 

 

Swiss Haute Horlogerie manufacturer Audemars Piguet has, 

since its founding in 1875, created exceptional complications 

under its own name but also supplied movements to others. 

Since 1882, the Manufacture has made a point of keeping the 

Grande Complication at the spearhead of its production even 

during times of crisis, passing on this ancestral craftsmanship 

from one generation to the next.In 2016, Phillips was honoured 

to auction an extremely rare and previously unknown 

Audemars Piguet Grande Complication Clock Watch from 1892 

with no fewer than 11 complications.  

 

In the early 2000s, Audemars Piguet made the bold decision 

to create a line of rare Open worked Grande Complication 

wristwatches, and they chose the Royal Oak model to house 

this spectacular movement.  Released in 1972 in the midst 

of the quartz crisis, the Royal Oak brought the watchmaking 

industry in a new direction. As the world’s first high-end sports 

watch in stainless steel, the Royal Oak designed by famed 

horologer Gérald Genta revolutionized high-end watches with 

a monobloc case featuring an octagonal bezel secured by eight 

hexagonal white gold screws.  

 

Phillips is very pleased to offer this set of four unique examples 

interweaving ancestral craftsmanship and avant-garde 

design. The four open worked models, each numbered ‘1/1’, 

in 18-karat white, pink and yellow gold, as well as stainless 

steel, feature the in-house, self-winding caliber 2885. As 

stated by Audemars Piguet, the caliber combines “the 

three categories of horological complications represented 

by short-time measurement, striking mechanisms, and 

astronomical indications”, that was “hand-crafted by a single 

master watchmaker in Audemars Piguet Grande Complication 

workshop”. These Grandes Complications watches, freshly 

serviced by Audemars Piguet in Le Brassus, are being sold to 

benefit The One Drop Foundation, a non-profit organization 

striving to provide access to safe water in all communities, 

and the Prince Albert II of Monaco Foundation. Each watch 

is accompanied by the original dated warranty from the 

Audemars Piguet Boutique in New York City, the original 

wooden Audemars Piguet presentation box, custom-made, 

blue One Drop presentation box, and an Audemars Piguet 

Resonance Box in the form of a piano. These unique boxes 

were designed to amplify the sound of the minute repeater, 

and were crafted by Stéphane Lassueur a talented cabinet-

maker and marquetry specialist.   

 

Audemars Piguet’s Grande Complications are true gems not 

only for their modern-day appeal and wearability, but also 

for the watchmaking legacy they uphold. These very rare 

timepieces are a unique opportunity to own wonderfully 

preserved examples of these iconic masterpieces by 

Audemars Piguet. 

 

Through One Drop’s founder Guy Laliberté and his passion for 

watches, a long-term relationship was born with Audemars 

Piguet which resulted in a meaningful collaboration.  

 

The Audemars Piguet Foundation has been a funder of a One 

Drop project in El Salvador from 2012 to 2014. Thanks to this 

collaboration, One Drop has been able to include eco-energetic 

stoves to significantly decrease the use of wood for the 

preparation of food and, therefore, preserve the forests in the 

region where One Drop implemented its water, sanitation and 

hygiene projects. Audemars Piguet has also donated exquisite 

watches to be auctioned off at One Drop’s flagship fundraising 

event, One Night for One Drop in Las Vegas. The amounts 

raised through these auctions enabled One Drop to improve 

the living conditions of thousands of people in Latin America, 

Africa and India.

71–74.  Audemars Piguet Grande Complications
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 71.
Audemars Piguet — An extremely rare and impressive yellow gold minute repeating perpetual calendar 
split-seconds chronograph skeletonized wristwatch with leap year and week indication, moon phase  
with Warranty, Extract, two presentation boxes, and “piano” resonance box, donated by Guy Laliberté, 
sold to support the missions of One Drop and the Prince Albert II of Monaco Foundation 

AUDEMARS PIGUET
Grande Complication “Yellow”

Manufacturer Audemars Piguet

Year Circa 2007

Reference No.  26065BA.OO.D088CR.01

Movement No.  418150

Case No.  No. 1, G25587

Model Name  Royal Oak Grande Complication

Material  18K yellow gold

Calibre  Automatic, cal. 2885, 52 Jewels

Bracelet/Strap Brown hand-stitched ‘large square scale’  

 alligator strap

Clasp/Buckle  18K yellow gold Audemars Piguet deployant clasp

Dimensions  44mm diameter

Signed  Case, dial, movement and clasp signed

Estimate 

$200,000-400,000  • 

€169,000-338,000

Accessories

Accompanied by Audemars Piguet Warranty stamped  

Audemars Piguet Boutique New York, New York, and dated  

December 3, 2008, Extract from the Archives confirming  

production of the present watch in 2007, blue One Drop  

Audemars Piguet presentation box with automatic winder,  

wooden Audemars Piguet presentation box with automatic  

winder, box key, Audemars Piguet Timepiece Life and Card,  

and outer packaging and a signed letter by Guy Laliberté.

THIS LOT IS OFFERED WITHOUT RESERVE
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 72.
Audemars Piguet — An extremely rare and impressive white gold minute repeating perpetual calendar 
split-seconds chronograph skeletonized wristwatch with leap year and week indication, moon phase  
with Warranty, Extract, two presentation boxes, “piano” resonance box, donated by Guy Laliberté,  
sold to support the missions of One Drop and the Prince Albert II of Monaco Foundation 

AUDEMARS PIGUET
Grande Complication “White”

Manufacturer Audemars Piguet

Year Circa 2008

Reference No.  26065BC.OO.D002CR.01

Movement No.  714673

Case No.  No. 1, G25585

Model Name  Royal Oak Grande Complication

Material  18K white gold

Calibre  Automatic, cal. 2885, 52 Jewels

Bracelet/Strap Black hand-stitched ‘large square scale’  

 alligator strap

Clasp/Buckle  18K white gold Audemars Piguet deployant clasp

Dimensions  44mm diameter

Signed  Case, dial, movement and clasp signed

Estimate 

$200,000-400,000  • 

€169,000-338,000

Accessories

Accompanied by Audemars Piguet Warranty stamped  

Audemars Piguet Boutique, New York, New York, and dated  

August 29, 2008, Extract from the Archives confirming  

production of the present watch in 2008, blue One Drop  

Audemars Piguet presentation box with automatic winder,  

wooden Audemars Piguet presentation box with automatic  

winder, box key, magnifying glass, leather envelop with  

product literature, Audemars Piguet Timepiece Life and Card,  

and outer packaging and a signed letter by Guy Laliberté.

THIS LOT IS OFFERED WITHOUT RESERVE
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 73.
Audemars Piguet — An extremely rare and impressive pink gold minute repeating perpetual calendar 
split-seconds chronograph skeletonized wristwatch with leap year and week indication, moon phase  
with Warranty, Extract, two presentation boxes, and “piano” resonance box, donated by Guy Laliberté, 
sold to support the missions of One Drop and the Prince Albert II of Monaco Foundation

 

AUDEMARS PIGUET
 Grande Complication “Pink”

Manufacturer Audemars Piguet

Year 2009

Reference No.  26065OR.OO.D088CR.01

Movement No.  714680

Case No.  No. 1, G25586

Model Name  Royal Oak Grande Complication

Material  18K pink gold

Calibre  Automatic, cal. 2885, 52 Jewels

Bracelet/Strap Brown hand-stitched ‘large square scale’   

 alligator strap

Clasp/Buckle  18K pink gold Audemars Piguet deployant clasp

Dimensions  44mm diameter

Signed  Case, dial, movement and clasp signed

Estimate 

$200,000-400,000  • 

€169,000-338,000

Accessories

Accompanied by Audemars Piguet Warranty stamped  

Audemars Piguet Boutique New York, New York, and dated  

August 11, 2009, Extract from the Archives confirming  

production of the present watch in 2009, blue One Drop  

Audemars Piguet presentation with automatic winder,  

wooden Audemars Piguet presentation box with automatic  

winder, box key, magnifying glass, leather envelop with  

product literature, Audemars Piguet Timepiece Life and Card,  

and outer packaging and a signed letter by Guy Laliberté.

THIS LOT IS OFFERED WITHOUT RESERVE
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 74.
Audemars Piguet — An extremely rare and impressive stainless steel minute repeating perpetual calendar 
split-seconds chronograph skeletonized wristwatch with leap year and week indication, moon phase  
with Warranty, Extract, two presentation boxes, and “piano” resonance box, donated by Guy Laliberté, 
sold to support the missions of One Drop and the Prince Albert II of Monaco Foundation 

AUDEMARS PIGUET
Grande Complication “Steel”

Manufacturer Audemars Piguet

Year Circa 2009

Reference No.  26065ST.OO.D088CR.01

Movement No.  714694

Case No.  No. 1, G73970

Model Name  Royal Oak Grande Complication

Material  Stainless steel

Calibre Automatic, cal. 2885, 52 Jewels

Bracelet/Strap Brown hand-stitched ‘large square scale’  

 alligator strap

Clasp/Buckle  Stainless steel Audemars Piguet deployant clasp

Dimensions  44mm diameter

Signed  Case, dial, movement and clasp signed

Estimate 

$200,000-400,000  • 

€169,000-338,000

Accessories

Accompanied by Audemars Piguet Warranty stamped  

Audemars Piguet Boutique New York, New York, and dated  

February 2, 2010, Extract from the Archives confirming production 

of the present watch in 2009, blue One Drop Audemars Piguet 

presentation box with automatic winder, wooden Audemars Piguet 

presentation box with automatic winder, product literature,  

Audemars Piguet Timepiece Life and Card, and outer packaging 

and a signed letter by Guy Laliberté.

THIS LOT IS OFFERED WITHOUT RESERVE
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